
ISSUES: Fracking in NB - Are there two sides to this story?

Penobsquis well pads

The last time fracking was being proposed, it led to really serious actions in Kent County and impacts
on water supplies in Penobsquis. But not everyone agrees with the moratorium imposed by the Liberal
government. If the Higgs Conservatives form the government, the issue will likely arise again.

“We can’t continue to hold up an opportunity people want.”And in Sussex’s case, natural gas activity is
familiar, and welcomed, said Stephen Moffett.He is a pig farmer in Penobsquis where Corridor
Resources is located. His agricultural lands have natural gas pipelines running on them.Since 1998
Corridor has produced natural gas without incident, said Moffett, and he believes the company has
been a good neighbour.

“They’re right on my property. I don’t do much work for them but they’ve been here for 20 years and
they’ve been great to deal with,” he said, “and we desperately need the economic growth this industry
can bring.”

Corridor had plans to proceed with further fracking to develop more natural gas wells, but the work was
stalled once the Gallant government placed the ban after its 2014 election win.
The fracking debate was among the hottest issues of that provincial election and ordering a moratorium
was one of Gallant’s election promises.

Gallant’s government set five criteria to lift the moratorium that include improved relations with First
Nations, an acceptable plan to dispose of frack water, agreeable social licence, a renewed royalty
structure, a plan to mitigate impacts on public infrastructure, and to protect water and the environment.



Moffett believes in the Sussex region, the criteria can be met. “We are not trying to be political here,”
Moffett said. “Our message is the same as it’s been with the current government. We believe there is
no reason why the moratorium should not be lifted here.” More at:
http://davidcoonmla.ca/higgs-would-lift-fracking-moratorium-if-regions-want-it-telegraph-journal-26-april-2018/

Can common ground be found? What do you think?

https://draft.blogger.com/blog/post/edit/5750946004307544855/3077470168223923137#

